We study the interaction between an incompressible, viscous, Newtonian fluid and a multilayered structure, which consists of a thin elastic layer and a thick poroelastic material. The thin layer is modeled using the linearly elastic Koiter membrane model, while the thick poroelastic layer is modeled as a Biot system. The objective of this work is to investigate how the poroelastic phenomena affect the characteristic features of blood flow in arteries, such as propagation of pressure waves. We develop a loosely coupled fluid-structure interaction finite element solver based on the Lie operator splitting scheme. We prove a conditional stability of the scheme and derive error estimates. Theoretical results are supported with numerical examples.
Introduction
We study the interaction between an incompressible viscous, Newtonian fluid and a multilayered poroelastic structure. The need of a multilayered description of the wall is suggested by results of in vivo measurements of arterial wall motion [16, 17] , which indicate that the inner parts of the vessel wall (intima-media complex) exhibit a larger longitudinal displacement than the outer part of the vessel wall (adventitia), introducing the presence of substantial shear strain and shear stress within the wall. Keeping in mind the general and ambitious aim of improving the understanding of arterial mechanical properties, we also introduce poroelastic effects in FSI simulations. The material properties of arteries have been widely studied [1, 7, 23, 30, 51, 44, 12] . Pseudo-elastic [52, 23] , viscoelastic [1, 12, 7] and nonlinear material models represent well known examples. To our knowledge, only a few of them have been deeply analyzed in the time dependent domain, namely when coupled with the pulsation induced by heartbeat. These considerations also apply to poroelasticity, which is addressed here. Poroelasticity becomes particularly interesting when looking at the coupling of flow with mass transport. This is a significant potential application of our model, since mass transport provides nourishment, remove wastes, affects pathologies and allows to deliver drugs to arteries [42] . Poroelastic phenomena are interesting in different applications where soft biological tissues are involved. We mention for example cerebro-spinal flow [34] , which also involves FSI, the study of hysteresis effects observed in the myocardial tissue [28, 27] , as well as the modeling of lungs as a continuum material [43] . Besides biological applications, this model can also be used in numerous other applications: geomechanics, ground-surface water flow, reservoir compaction and surface subsidence, seabed-wave interaction problem, etc.
While there exist many complex and detailed models for mutilayered structures in different applications, the interaction between the fluid and a multilayered structure remains an area of active research. To our knowledge, the only theoretical result was presented in [38] , where the authors proved existence of a solution to a fluid-two-layered-structure interaction problem, in which one layer is modeled as a thin (visco)elastic shell and the other layer as a linearly elastic structure. Several studies focused on numerical simulations. An interaction between the fluid and a two-layer anisotropic elastic structure was used in [47] to model the human right and left ventricles. Slightly different models were used in [31] to model fully coupled fluid-structure-soil interaction for cylindrical liquid-contained structures subjected to horizontal ground excitation. The work in [8] focused on studying velocity of acoustic waves excited in multilayered structures contacting with fluids. A fluid-multilayered structure interaction problem coupled with transport was studied in [14] , with the purpose of investigating low-density lipoprotein transport within a multilayered arterial wall. However, none of these studies present a numerical scheme supported with numerical analysis.
In this work, we propose a model that captures interaction between a fluid and a multilayered structure, which consists of a thin elastic layer and a thick poroelastic layer. We assume that the thin layer represents a homogenized combination of the endothelium, tunica intima, and internal elastic lamina, and that the thick layer represents tunica media. The thin elastic layer is modeled using the linearly elastic Koiter membrane model, while the poroelastic medium is modeled using the Biot equations. The Biot system consists of an elastic skeleton and connecting pores filled with fluid. We assume that the elastic skeleton is homogeneous and isotropic, while the fluid in the pores is modeled using the Darcy equations. The Biot system is coupled to the fluid and the elastic membrane via the kinematic (no-slip and conservation of mass) and dynamic (conservation of momentum) boundary conditions. More precisely, we assume that the elastic membrane can not store fluid, but allows the flow through it in the normal direction. In the tangential direction, we prescribe the no-slip boundary condition. This assumption is reasonable in blood flow modeling, since it has been shown in [33] that predominant direction of intimal transport is the radial direction normal to the endothelial surface, for all ranges of relative intimal thickness.
The coupling between a fluid and a single layer poroelastic structure has been previously studied in [5, 46, 39, 49] . In particular, the work in [5] is based on the modeling and a numerical solution of the interaction between an incompressible, Newtonian fluid, described using the Navier Stokes equations, and a poroelastic structure modeled as a Biot system. The problem was solved using both a monolithic and a partitioned approach. The partitioned approach was based on the domain decomposition procedure, with the purpose of solving the Navier-Stokes equations separately from the Biot system. However, sub-iterations were needed between the two problems due to the instabilities associated with the "added mass effect". Namely, in fluid-structure interaction problems, the "classical" looselycoupled methods have been shown to be unconditionally unstable if the density of the structure is comparable to the density of the fluid [13] , which is the case in hemodynamics applications. To resolve this problem, as an alternative to sub-iterations, several different splitting strategies have been proposed [9, 3, 21, 20, 41, 26] . In particular, the kinematically coupled β-scheme proposed in [9] is based on embedding the no-slip kinematic condition into the thin structure equations. Using the Lie operator splitting approach [25] , the structure equations is split so that the structure inertia is treated together with the fluid as a Robin boundary condition, while the structure elastodynamics is treated separately. This method has been shown to be unconditionally stable, and therefore independent of and represent a thin, elastic structure. Namely, we assume that the thickness of the interface r m is "small" with respect to the radius of the fluid domain, r m << R. Thus, the volume of the interface is negligible, so it acts as a membrane that can not store fluid, but allows the flow through it in the normal direction. We are interested in simulating a pressure-driven flow through the deformable channel with a two-way coupling between the fluid, thin elastic interface, and poroleastic structure. Without loss of generality, we restrict the model to a two-dimensional (2D) geometrical model representing a deformable channel. We consider only the upper half of the fluid domain supplemented by a symmetry condition at the axis of symmetry. Thus, the reference fluid and structure domains in our problem (showed by dashed lines in Figure 1 ) are given, respectively, bŷ Ω f := {(x, y)| 0 < x < L, 0 < y < R}, Ω p := {(x, y)| 0 < x < L, R < y < R + r p }, and the reference lateral boundary byΓ = {(x, R)| 0 < x < L}. The inlet and outlet fluid boundaries are defined, respectively, as Γ f in = {(0, y)| 0 < y < R} and Γ f out = {(L, y)| 0 < y < R}. We model the flow using the Navier-Stokes equations for a viscous, incompressible, Newtonian fluid:
2)
is the fluid stress tensor, p f is the fluid pressure, ρ f is the fluid density, µ f is the fluid viscosity and D(v) = (∇v + (∇v) τ )/2 is the rate-of-strain tensor. Denote the inlet and outlet fluid boundaries by Γ f in and Γ f out , respectively. At the inlet and outlet boundary we prescribe the normal stress:
where n in /n out are the outward normals to the inlet/outlet fluid boundaries, respectively. These boundary conditions are common in blood flow modeling [2, 37, 40] even though they are not physiologically optimal since the flow distribution and pressure field in the modeled domain are often unknown [50] . Along the middle line of the channel Γ f 0 = {(x, 0)| 0 < x < L} we impose the symmetry conditions:
The lateral boundary represents a deformable, thin elastic wall, whose dynamics is modeled by the linearly elastic Koiter membrane model, given in the Lagrangian formulation by:
whereη(x, t) = (η x (x, t),η y (x, t)) denotes the axial and radial displacement,f = (f x ,f y ) is a vector of surface density of the force applied to the membrane, ρ m denotes the membrane density and
The coefficients µ m and λ m are the Lamé coefficients for the membrane. Note that we can write the system (2.6)-(2.7) more compactly as
The fluid domain is bounded by a deformable porous matrix consisting of a skeleton and connecting pores filled with fluid, whose dynamics is described by the Biot model, which in the primal, Eulerian formulation reads as follows:
where D Dt denotes the classical concept of material derivative. The stress tensor of the poroelastic medium is given by σ p = σ E − αp p I, where σ E denotes the elasticity stress tensor. With the assumption that the displacement U = (U x , U y ) of the skeleton is connected to stress tensor σ E via the Saint-Venant Kirchhoff elastic model, we have σ E (U ) = 2µ p D(U ) + λ p tr(D(U ))I, where λ p and µ p denote the Lamé coefficients for the skeleton, and, with the hypothesis of "small" deformations,
System (2.10)-(2.11) consists of the momentum equation for the balance of total forces (2.10), and the storage equation (2.11) for the fluid mass conservation in the pores of the matrix, where p p is the fluid pressure. The density of saturated porous medium is denoted by ρ p , and κ denotes the uniformly positive definite hydraulic conductivity tensor. For simplicity of the presentation we assume that κ is a scalar function. The coefficient c 0 > 0 is the storage coefficient, and the Biot-Willis constant α is the pressure-storage coupling coefficient. The relative velocity of the fluid within the porous structure q can be reconstructed via Darcy's law
Denote the inlet and outlet poroelastic structure boundaries, respectively, by Γ p in = {(0, y)| R < y < R + r p } and Γ p out = {(L, y)| R < y < R + r p }, and the reference exterior boundary byΓ p ext = {(x, R + r p )| 0 < x < L}. We assume that the poroelastic structure is fixed at the inlet and outlet boundaries: 12) that the external structure boundary Γ p ext (t) is exposed to external ambient pressure 13) where n ext is the outward unit normal vector on Γ p ext (t), and that the tangential displacement of the exterior boundary is zero:
On the fluid pressure in the porous medium, we impose drained boundary conditions [18] :
Initially, the fluid, elastic membrane and the poroelastic structure are assumed to be at rest, with zero displacement from the reference configuration
To deal with the motion of the fluid domain we adopt the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach [29, 19, 40] . In the context of finite element method approximation of moving-boundary problems, ALE method deals efficiently with the deformation of the mesh, especially at the boundary and near the interface between the fluid and the structure, and with the issues related to the approximation of the time-derivatives ∂v/∂t ≈ (v(t n+1 ) − v(t n ))/∆t which, due to the fact that Ω f (t) depends on time, is not well defined since the values v(t n+1 ) and v(t n ) correspond to the values of v defined at two different domains. Following the ALE approach, we introduce two families of (arbitrary, invertible, smooth) mappings A t and S t , defined on reference domainsΩ f andΩ p , respectively, which track the domain in time:
17)
Note that the fluid domain is determined by the displacement of the membraneη, while the porous medium domain is determined by its displacementÛ , whereÛ is the displacement of the porous medium evaluated at the reference configuration.. However, because of condition (2.22), we can define a homeomorphism over Ω f (t) ∪ Ω p (t) by setting mappings A t and S t equal on Γ(t). For the structure, we adopt the material mapping
Since the mapping A t is arbitrary, with the only requirement that it matches S t on Γ(t), we can define
The coupling conditions
In order to prescribe the coupling conditions on the physical fluid-structure interface Γ(t), denote by η :=η
, where A t is defined in (2.17) . While the lumen and the poroelastic medium contain fluid, we assume that the elastic membrane does not contain fluid, but allows the flow through it in the normal direction. This is a reasonable assumption because the elastic membrane represents tunica intima. It has been shown by experimental studies that the normal transport in tunica intima is significantly greater than tangential transport [33] . Denote by n the outward normal to the fluid domain and by τ the tangential unit vector. Thus, the fluid, elastic membrane and poroelastic structure are coupled via the following boundary conditions:
• Mass conservation: since the thin lamina allows the flow through it, the continuity of normal flux is
• Since we do not allow filtration in the tangential direction, we prescribe no-slip boundary conditions between the fluid in the lumen and the elastic membrane, and between the elastic membrane and poroelastic medium:
• Balance of normal components of the stress in the fluid phase:
• The conservation of momentum describes balance of contact forces. Precisely, it says that the sum of contact forces at the fluid-porous medium interface is equal to zero: 25) where f :=f
, and J denotes the Jacobian of the transformation from Γ(t) toΓ given by
Weak formulation of the monolithic problem
For a domain Ω, we denote by || · || H k (Ω) the norm in the Sobolev space
, and the L 2 (Ω)− inner product by (·, ·) Ω . To find a weak form of the Navier-Stokes equation, introduce the following test function spaces:
for all t ∈ [0, T ). The variational formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations now reads: given
In order to write the weak form of the linearly elastic Koiter membrane, letV m = (H 1 0 (0, L)) 2 . Then the weak formulation reads as follows:
Finally, let us introduce
Now the weak form of the Biot system reads as follows:
To write a weak formulation of the coupled Navier-Stokes/Koiter/Biot system, define a space of admissible solutions 
Denote by I Γ(t) the interface integral
Decomposing the stress terms and thin shell forcing term into their normal and tangential components and employing conditions (2.21) and (2.23) we have
For each triple of test functions (ϕ f ,ζ, ϕ p ) ∈ W (t), and due to the condition (2.25) we have
Finally, decomposing σ p n into σ E n − αp p n, and employing conditions (2.23) and (2.24) we have
Thus, the weak formulation of the coupled Navier-Stokes/Koiter/Biot system reads as follows:
Energy equality
In this section we will use an equivalent variational formulation to (2.30) (see [12] for details), given by:
To formally derive the energy of the coupled problem, we add together variational formulations for Navier-Stokes equations (2.29), Koiter membrane model (2.35), and Biot system (2.31). The coupling conditions are then used to couple the fluid, thin structure, and porous medium sub-problems, using manipulations as in the previous section, resulting in an equation similar to (2.34). Let
Then, the energy equality for coupled system is given as follows:
A loosely-coupled scheme based on the operator-splitting approach
To solve the fluid-multilayer structure interaction problem described in Section 1 numerically, we propose a loosely coupled scheme based on a time-splitting approach known as the Lie splitting [25] . Details of the Lie splitting are described below.
The Lie scheme
Let A be an operator from a Hilbert space H into itself, and suppose φ 0 ∈ H. Consider the following initial value problem:
The Lie scheme consists of splitting the full problem into P sub-problems, each defined by the operator A i , i = 1, ..., P . The original problem is discretized in time with the time step ∆t > 0, so that t n = n∆t. The Lie splitting scheme consist of solving a series of problems
.., P , each defined over the entire time interval (t n , t n+1 ), but with the initial data for the i th problem given by the solution of the (i − 1) st problem at t n+1 . More precisely, set φ 0 = φ 0 . Then, for n ≥ 0 compute φ n+1 by solving
and then set φ n+i/P = φ i (t n+1 ), for i = 1, . . . .P. This method is first-order accurate in time. To increase the accuracy in time to second-order, a symmetrization of the scheme can be performed.
The first-order system in the ALE framework
To apply the Lie operator splitting scheme, we have to rewrite our system in a first-order form. Therefore, we express the second-order time derivatives of both elastic and poroelastic structure displacements in terms of the first-order derivative of structure velocities. Furthermore, we consider the Navier-Stokes equation in the ALE formulation. To write the Navier-Stokes equations in the ALE form, we notice that for a function f = f (x, t) defined on Ω f (t) × (0, T ) the corresponding function
Differentiation with respect to time, after using the chain rule, gives
where w denotes the domain velocity. We will apply this rule to write the time-derivative of the velocity in Navier-Stokes equations on the reference domain. Note that we do not have to apply the same rule to the time-derivatives in the Biot system and in Koiter membrane equations since the material time-derivative is suitable for the time discretization, due to
, and the membrane equations are given on the reference configuration. With these assumptions, our problem now reads:
with the kinematic coupling conditions on Γ(t):
dynamic coupling conditions on Γ(t): 8) and the continuity of normal flux on Γ(t):
with the boundary and initial conditions given in Section 1. t , and employing the first condition in (3.5), condition (3.8), and relation
we can write conditions (3.6) and (3.7) as follows:
We will use conditions (3.6)-(3.7) written the form (3.10a)-(3.10b) when performing the operator splitting.
Details of the loosely-coupled scheme
In this section we will apply the Lie splitting scheme to problem (3.4), where the discretization in time will be done using the backward Euler scheme. We will denote the discrete time derivatives by
and the discrete time average by
where all quantities are evaluated on the reference domain. In our case, using the notation from Section 3.1, φ that appears in equation
We will split the first-order system (3.4)-(3.9) into two main sub-problems, separating the problem defined on the fluid domain Ω f (t) from the problem defined on the poroelastic medium domain Ω p (t). In that case, we will split the sum of all operators that appear in the system (3.4) into two parts, as
For each of the equations, this will be done in the following way:
• Equation (3.4a) will be split so that
• Equation (3.4c) will be used in form (3.10), where equation (3.10a) will be split so
and equation (3.10b) will be split so
• Equation (3.4d) will be split so that A η 1 = 0, and
• Equation (3.4e) will be split so that A V 1 = 0 and
• Equation (3.4f) will be split so that A pp 1 = 0 and A pp 2 = α∇ · V − ∇ · (κ∇p p ), and finally,
• Equation (3.4g) will be split so that A U 1 = 0 and A U 2 = V . Using this approach, our system is decoupled into a fluid problem and the Biot problem. Furthermore, we not only split the coupled problem into two different domains, but we also treat different physical phenomena separately. Details of the loosely coupled scheme are given as follows.
• Step 1.
Step 1 is a geometry problem which involves computation of a fluid domain and ALE velocity w :
wherex ∈Ω, x n ∈ Ω(t n ), and x n−1 ∈ Ω(t n−1 ).
• Step 2.
Step 2 involves solving the Navier-Stokes equations, and equation
while time-derivatives of all the other functions are equal to zero. In particular, since the time derivative of the displacement of the elastic shell is equal to zero, the fluid domain is not changing in this step, which implies ∂τ ∂t = 0 and J = 1 for t ∈ (t n , t n+1 ).
Therefore, equation (3.12) can be seen as a Robin-type boundary condition for fluid velocity. Now, in the time-discrete framework, Step 2 reads as follows: Find v n+1 and p n+1 f
, with v n , p n f and p n p obtained at the previous time step, such that
with the following boundary conditions on Γ
• Step 3:
Step 3 involves solving Biot problem together with equations
and conditions (3.16) while the fluid velocity in Ω f (t n ) does not change in this step.
. Thus, we can rewrite conditions (3.14a), (3.14b), and (3.15) in the following way: 19) in which case they become Robin-type boundary conditions for the Biot system. Finally, using the Newmark scheme for the elasticity equations, Step 3 reads as follows:
, with v n+1 computed in Step 1 and U n , V n and p n p computed in the previous time-step, such that
with boundary conditions:
. Do t n = t n+1 and return to Step 1.
Remark 2. In practice, the structure is usually handled in Lagrangian framework. Together with the hypothesis of "small" deformations we can assume the structure is linearly elastic, in which case we can easily recast Step 3 in the reference domain, where the boundary conditions (3.20d)-(3.20e) simplify as follows:
where e 1 and e 2 are the Cartesian unit vectors.
The proposed scheme is an explicit loosely-coupled scheme where the first step consists of a fluid (Navier-Stokes) problem, and the second step consists of a poroelastic problem. Both subproblems are solved with a Robin-type boundary conditions, which take into account thin-shell inertia and kinematic conditions implicitly. We note that the original monolithic problem becomes fully decoupled, and there are no sub-iterations needed between the two sub-problems.
Remark 3. One can apply additional splitting to Step 1 and Step 2 of the algorithm described above. Namely, the fluid problem described in Step 1 can be split into its viscous part (the Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid) and the pure advection part (incorporating the fluid and ALE advection simultaneously). The Biot system described in Step 2 can be split so the elastodynamics is treated separately from the pressure. For the details of possible Biot splitting strategies see [36] and the references therein.
Weak formulation and stability
In this section we write the variational formulation and prove the conditional stability of the loosely coupled scheme proposed in Section 2. For simplicity, we work out the analysis assuming that the displacement of the boundary is small enough and can be neglected. Under these assumptions, domains Ω f (t) and Ω p (t) are fixed:
Although simplified, this problem still retains the main difficulties associated with the "added-mass" effect and the difficulties that partitioned schemes encounter when modeling fluid-porous medium coupling. Since from now on all the variable are defined on the fixed domain, we will drop the "hat" notation to avoid cumbersome expressions. Let t n := n∆t for n = 1, . . . , N, where T = N ∆t is the final time. Let the test function spaces V f , Q f , V p and Q p be defined as in (2.27), (2.28), (2.31), and (2.31) respectively.
We introduce the following bilinear forms
and the trilinear form
To discretize the problem in space, we use the finite element method. Thus, we define the finite
The definition of these discrete spaces will be made precise at the beginning of Section 5. We assume that all the finite element initial conditions are equal to zero:
Finally, the fully discrete numerical scheme is given as follows:
, with p n p,h obtained at the previous time step:
Stability analysis
To present our results in a more compact manner, in the analysis we study the Stokes equations instead of the Navier-Stokes equations. Handling the convective term in the Navier-Stokes equations can be done using classical approaches, see for example [48, 38] . Let us introduce the following time discrete norms:
where S ∈ {Ω f , Ω p , (0, L)}. Let E n f denote the discrete energy of the fluid problem, E n p denote the discrete energy of the Biot problem, and E n m denote the discrete energy of the Koiter membrane at time level n, defined respectively by
.
The stability of the loosely-coupled scheme (4.1)-(4.2) is stated in the following result. The constants that appear in (4.5) are defined in the Appendix.
Theorem 1.
Assume that the fluid-poroelastic system is isolated, i.e.
be the solution of (4.1)-(4.2). Then, under the condition
4)
the following estimate holds:
Proof. To prove the energy estimate, we test the problem (4.1) with (ϕ
). Then, after adding them together and multiplying by ∆t we get
h ) arises in classical partitioned schemes for Navier Stokes/StokesDarcy coupling, and has been previously addressed in [32] . Following the similar approach as in [32] , we can estimate the interface term using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (A.5), Young's inequality (A.3) (for ǫ 1 > 0), and the local trace-inverse inequality (A.4) in the following way:
Finally, using trace inequality (A.7), Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality (A.6), and Korn's inequality (A.8), we have
In order to recover control on the pressure in the fluid domain, we exploit the inf-sup stability of the approximation spaces V 
Combining the inf-sup condition (4.7) with (4.1) tested with ψ f h = 0 we obtain,
where β f > 0 is a constant independent of the mesh characteristic size and T k (ϕ f h ) is a shorthand notation for the following terms,
Exploiting Cauchy-Schwarz (A.5) and trace (A.7) inequalities, we obtain the following upper bounds,
Let us now multiply (4.8) as well as the bounds for T k (ϕ f h ) by ǫ 2 ∆t 2 and combine the resulting inequality with (4.1) and (4.6) to get,
After summing up with respect to the time index n we observe that
By setting ǫ 1 = s 0 h 2∆tC T I
, and
we prove the desired estimate.
Error Analysis
In this section, we analyze the convergence rate of the proposed method. For the spatial approximation, we apply Lagrangian finite elements of polynomial degree k for all the variables, except for the fluid pressure, for which we use elements of degree s < k. We assume the regularity assumptions reported in Lemma 1 of the Appendix are satisfied and that our FEM spaces satisfy the usual approximation properties, as well as fluid velocity-pressure spaces satisfy the discrete inf-sup condition (4.7). We will consider the fluid problem over the discretely divergence free velocity space
Let S h be an orthogonal projection operator with respect to a f (·, ·), onto X f h , given by Then, using piecewise polynomials of degree k, the finite element theory for Lagrangian and L 2 projections [15] gives the classical approximation properties reported in Lemma 2. Since P h is the Lagrangian interpolant, so is its trace on Γ. Therefore, we inherit optimal approximation properties also on this subset. We refer to Lemma 2 for a precise statement of these properties.
To analyze the error of our numerical scheme, we start by subtracting (4.1)-(4.2) from the continuous problem. We assume that the continuous fluid velocity lives in the space {v ∈ V f | ∇ · v = 0}. This gives rise to the following error equations:
5) where the consistency errors are given by
Let us split the error of the method into the approximation error θ r and the truncation error δ r , with r = f, f p, u, v, p, as follows:
Γ . Our plan is to rearrange the terms in the error equations so that we have the truncation errors on the left hand side, and the consistency and interpolation errors on the right hand side. After that, we will choose ϕ
, and ψ p h = δ n+1 p , and use the stability estimate for the truncation errors. Finally, we will bound the remaining terms, and use the triangle inequality to get the error estimates for e f , e u , e v , and e p .
Rearranging the terms in the error equations, and using properties (5.2) and (5.3) of the projection operators S h and Π h , respectively, we have
Let E n δ be defined as
where
Note that E n δ corresponds to the total discrete energy of the scheme that appears in Theorem 1 in terms of the truncation error. .1)-(4.2). Assume that the time step condition (4.4) holds, and that the true solution (v, p p , V , U , ξ, η, p p ) satisfies (A.9). Then, the following estimate holds:
Theorem 2. Consider the solution
, where
Proof. With the purpose of presenting the proof in a clear manner, we will separate the proof into four main steps.
Step 1: Application of the stability result (4.5) to the truncation error equation.
, and ψ (5.7) and (5.8). Then, multiplying the equations by ∆t, adding them together, summing over 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, and using the stability estimate (4.5) for the truncation error, we get
The right hand side of (5.9) consists of consistency error terms R , and mixed truncation and interpolation error terms. We will proceed by bounding the consistency error terms.
Step 2: The consistency error estimate. In this step we will use Lemma 4 of the Appendix to bound the consistency error terms. Referring to the formulation of Lemma 4 and in particular to the terms collected into the expression A(δ f , δ p , δ v , δ u ), we observe that the Gronwall Lemma is required to obtain an upper bound.
Step 3: The mixed truncation and interpolation error terms estimate. In this step we estimate the remaining terms of (5.9), which are terms that contain both truncation and interpolation error.
Using Cauchy-Schwartz (A.5), Young's (A.3), Poincaré -Friedrichs (A.6), and Korn's (A.8) inequalities, we have the following:
Furthermore, using Young's (A.3), Korn's (A.8), and trace (A.7) inequalities we can estimate
In a similar way, we bound
The next two terms can be controlled as follows
To bound the pressure term, note that
To estimate the remaining terms, we use discrete integration by parts in time. Using equation (A.2), we have
Also,
and
In a similar way,
and −ρ m r m ∆t
Lastly,
Using the estimates from Steps 1-3, we have
where ǫ > 0 can be taken small enough. Finally, using using Lemma 5, approximation properties (A.10)-(A.15), triangle inequality, and the discrete Gronwall inequality, we prove the desired estimate, except for the pressure error in the fluid domain.
Finally, we replace the previous estimates into (5.11), square all terms, sum up with respect to n and multiply by ∆t 2 . There exists a positive constant c small enough such that
To conclude, combining the triangle inequality with the approximation properties of the discrete pressure space and bounding the right hand side with the available error estimates, we obtain
Numerical results
The focus of this section is on verification of the results presented in this work and exploration of poroelastic effects in the model. We test the scheme on a classical benchmark problem used for convergence studies of fluid-structure iteration problems [22, 9, 2, 10, 6] . In Example 1, we present the convergence of our scheme in space and time. Furthermore, we validate the necessity of the stability condition (4.4) .
In Example 2 we analyze the role of poroelastic effects in blood flow. In particular, we compare our results to the ones obtained using a purely elastic model in Example 2. We distinguish a high permeability and a high storativity case, and present a comparison between the two cases and the purely elastic model.
Example 1.
We consider the classical test problem used in several works [22, 9, 2, 10] as a benchmark problem for testing the results of fluid-structure interaction algorithms for blood flow. In our case, the flow is driven by the time-dependent pressure data:
where p max = 1.3334 dyne/cm 2 and T max = 0.003 s. For the elastic skeleton, we consider the following equation of linear elasticity:
The additional term βU comes from the axially symmetric formulation, accounting for the recoil due to the circumferential strain. Namely, it acts like a spring term, keeping the top and bottom structure displacements connected in 2D, see, e.g., [4, 6, 35] . The values of the parameters used in this example are given in Table 1 . Hydraulic conductivity κ(cm 3 s/g) 5 × 10
Mass storativity coeff. s 0 (cm 2 /dyne) 5 × 10
Biot-Willis constant α 1 Spring coeff. β(dyne/cm 4 ) 5 × 10 7 Table 1 : Geometry, fluid and structure parameters that are used in Example 1.
Parameters given in Table 1 are within the range of physiological values for blood flow. The problem was solved over the time interval [0, 0.006] s.
In order to verify the convergence estimates from Theorem 2, let the errors between the computed and the reference solution be defined as
and e u = U − U ref . We start by computing the rates of convergence in time. In order to do so, fix ∆x = 0.016 and define the reference solution to be the one obtained with △t = 5 × 10 −7 . Table 2 shows the error between the reference solution and solutions obtained with △t = 10 −6 , 5 × 10 −6 , 10 −5 , and 3 × 10 −5 for the fluid velocity v, fluid pressure p f , pressure in the pores p p , displacement U and its velocity V , respectively. To study the convergence in space, we take ∆t = 5 × 10 −6 and define the reference solution to be the one obtained with ∆x = r p /14 = 0.007. Table 3 shows errors between the reference solution and the solutions obtain using ∆x = 0.01, 0.0125, 0.0167 and 0.025.
To verify the necessity of the time-step condition (4.4), we compute the total energy E N of the system using different time steps. The time at which E N is computed is either the time when E N becomes greater than 10 250 , or the final time t N = 6 ms. Figure 2 shows the relation of the energy of the system and the time step (left), and the relation between ∆x and the critical ∆t (right). Indeed, we observe a linear relation between ∆x and the critical value of ∆t, with the proportionality constant 2.4e − 3. This is less restrictive than the prediction (4.4) from the theory, where the proportionality constant for the parameters in Table 1 can be estimated as 3.5e − 7, indicating that the scheme enjoys better stability properties then prescribed by (4.4).
Example 2.
In this example we compare our numerical results to the ones obtained using a purely elastic model for the outer layer of the arterial wall. More precisely, while the fluid and the membrane are modeled as before, we assume there is no fluid contained within the wall, and we model the thick wall using 2D linear elasticity
The problem is solved using an operator-splitting approach performed in the same spirit as in this manuscript.
For the purpose of understanding the poroelastic effects to the structure displacement, we distinguish two cases: the high storativity case s 0 >> κ, and the high permeability case κ >> s 0 . We give a comparison of the results obtained using the elastic model for the outer wall, and poroelastic model using two different values for s 0 , and two different values for κ. The first test case for the poroelastic wall will correspond to the parameters s 0 and κ from Example 1 (s 0 = 5 × 10 −6 , κ = 5 × 10 −9 ), the second test case will correspond to the increased value of s 0 (s 0 = 2 × 10 −5 , κ = 5 × 10 −9 ), and the third example to the increased value of κ (s 0 = 5 × 10 −6 , κ = 10 −4 ). Figure 3 shows the pressure pulse (colormap) and velocity streamlines obtained with the two models. The velocity magnitude is shown in Figure 4 . To quantify the differences, we compute average quantities on each vertical line S r i of the computational mesh Ω r , corresponding to the position x i = i · ∆x, where ∆x = 0.016 and r ∈ {f, m}. The quantities of interest are membrane displacement, the mean pressure, and the flowrate in the lumen: Figure 5 shows a comparison between the flowrate in the lumen, membrane displacement, and the mean pressure in the lumen and in the wall, obtained using a poroelastic model and an elastic model. In the high permeability regime the structure displacement is the smallest, while in this case we observe the largest mean pressure in the wall. In the high storativity regime, we observe a delay in the pressure wave propagation speed, and qualitatively different displacement. Finally, Figure 6 shows the axial and radial velocity profiles at the center of the tube x = 3 cm for the three poroelastic test cases, computed at 6 different times. Again, we observe a different in the amplitude, and in the wave propagation speed between the three cases. In particular, there is a significant difference in the high permeability regime, where the amplitude of axial velocity is much smaller than in the other two cases, and the vertical velocity is always positive due to the high dissipation in the structure.
Conclusion
The focus of this paper is on modeling and implementation of a fluid-poroelastic structure interaction problem. In particular, we study the interaction between the fluid a multilayered wall, where the wall consists of a thin membrane, and a thick poroelastic medium. We proposed an explicit numerical algorithm based on the Lie operator splitting scheme. An alternative discrete problem formulation based on Nitsche's method for the enforcement of the interface conditions is under study. This new method can accommodate a mixed formulation for the Darcy's equations.
We prove the conditional stability of the algorithm, and derive error estimates. Stability and convergence results are validated by the numerical simulations. The drawback of the scheme is that it requires pressure formulation for the Darcy equation. Concerning the application of the scheme to blood flow in arteries, we test numerically the porous effects in the wall, comparing results obtained with different coefficients to the ones obtained using a purely elastic model. We observe different behavior depending on the storativity or permeability dominant regime. 
Appendix A. Auxiliary results
We collect in this section some auxiliary results and proofs that complement the stability and convergence analysis of the proposed scheme. They are either a consequence of the standard theory of the finite element method or they follow from basic results of approximation theory. For the reader's convenience we report them separately from the main body of the manuscript.
For any real numbers a, b the following algebraic identities are satisfied:
and for non-negative real numbers a, b, and ǫ > 0
the following inequalities hold true:
• local trace-inverse inequality:
• Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
• Poincaré -Friedrichs inequality:
• Korn inequality:
Here constants C P F , C T and C K depend on the domain Ω, and constant C T I depends on the angles in the finite element mesh.
Our analysis holds provided that the following regularity assumptions are satisfied by the exact solution of the problem.
Proof. The proof of (A.10) follows from [24] . Precisely, since we assumed that V f h and Q f h satisfy the discrete inf-sup condition (4.7), there exists a constant C such that for v ∈ V f , with ∇ · v = 0, we have inf
For the proof of the other inequalities, see [15] .
Lemma 3. (Consistency errors:) The following inequalities hold:
M(∂tη n ) = ∆t 2 ||∂ t η|| l ∞ (0,T ;H 1 (0,L)) .
Proof. We will prove the first three inequalities. 
Proof. Using the formula for integration by parts in time (A.2), the consistency errors are bounded as follows: The final consistency error estimate follows by applying Lemma 3.
Lemma 5. (Interpolation errors)
The following inequalities hold: 
